In this paper, we describe a generic image classification system with an automatic knowledge acquisition mechanism from the World Wide Web. Due to the recent spread of digital imaging devices, the demand for image recognition of various kinds of real world scenes becomes greater. For realizing it, visual knowledge on various kinds of scenes is required. Then, we propose gathering visual knowledge on real world scenes for generic image classification from the World Wide Web. Our system gathers a large number of images from the Web automatically and makes use of them as training images for generic image classification. It consists of three modules, which are an image-gathering module, an image-learning module and an image classification module. The image-gathering module gathers images related to given class keywords from the Web automatically. The learning module extracts image features from gathered images and associates them with each class. The image classification module classifies an unknown image into one of the classes corresponding to the class keywords by using the association between image features and classes. In the experiments, the system demonstrated potential for generic image classification/recognition using images gathered from the World Wide Web automatically as training images.
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Due to the recent spread of digital imaging devices such as a digital camera, a digital video recorder and an image scanner, we can easily obtain digital images of various kinds of real world scenes, so that the demand for generic image recognition of various kinds of real world images becomes greater. It is, however, difficult to apply conventional image recognition methods to such generic recognition, because most of their applicable targets are restricted. Therefore, at present, it is difficult to deal with semantics of images of real world scene automatically. Henceforth, semantic processing for images such as automatic attaching keywords to images, classification and search in terms of semantic content of images is desired.
So far, automatic attaching keywords [1, 5, 8, 17 ] and semantic search [2] for an image database have been proposed. In these works, since training images with correct keywords were required, commercial image collections were used as training images, for example, Corel Image Library. However, most of images in commercial image collections are well-arranged images taken by professional photographers, and many similar images are included in them. They are different from images of real world scenes taken by the people with commodity digital cameras.
In this paper, we propose gathering visual knowledge on real world scenes for generic image classification from the World Wide Web. In other words, this research is "Web Image Mining" for generic image classification. To say it concretely, our system utilizes images gathered automatically from the World Wide Web as training images for generic image classification instead of commercial image collections. We can easily extract keywords related to an image on the Web (Web image) from the HTML file linking to it, so that we can regard an Web image as an image with related keywords. Web images are as diverse as real world scenes, since Web images are taken by a large number of people for various kinds of purpose. It is expected that diverse training images enable us to classify diverse real world images.
The main targets of the conventional works on Web mining are numeric data and text data. However, there are a large number of multimedia data such as images, movies and sounds on the Web. We think that use of multimedia data on the Web, namely visual knowledge on the Web, is promising and important for resolving real world image recognition/classification.
The processing in our system consists of three steps. In the gathering stage, the system gathers images related to given class keywords from the Web automatically. In the learning stage, it extracts image features from gathered images and associates them with each class. In the classification stage, the system classifies a unknown image into one of the classes corresponding to the class keywords by using the association between image features and classes. The system is constructed by integrating three modules, which are an image-gathering module, an image-learning module, and an image classification module (Figure 1) .
In this paper, we describe methods of image-gathering from the World Wide Web, learning from gathered images and classification of an unknown input image. Next, we describe experimental results and conclusions.
IMAGE GATHERING
First of all, we have to prepare several kinds of class keywords, which represent the classes into which unknown images are classified. For example, cow, dog and cat. For each class keyword, we gather related images from the Web as training images. For gathering images from the Web, we use the Image Collector [19, 20] as an image gathering module.
At present, some commercial image search engines on the Web such as Google Image Search, Ditto and AltaVista Image Search are available. Their preciseness of search results is, however, not good since they employs only keywordbased search. Then, some integrated search engines employing both keyword-based search and content-based image retrieval have been proposed. WebSeer [6] , WebSEEk [16] and Image Rover [15] have been reported so far. These systems search for images based on the query keywords, and then a user selects query images from search results. After this selection by the user, the systems search for images that are similar to the query images based on image features. These three systems carry out their search in an interactive manner.
The objective of our image-gathering module is absolutely different from ones of these conventional Web image search engines including commercial Web image search engines. Their objective is searching for highly relevant images, the number of which is relatively small. So they have adopted interactive search. Unlike these system, our image gathering module requires gathering a large number of relevant images for the image learning module automatically, so that we adopt non-interactive search without user's intervention during the gathering process. For this reason, it is no problem that the processing time of the gathering modules gets very long.
Furthermore, the three research systems quoted above require crawling over the Web in advance for gathering Web images and making large indices of images on the Web. Hence, they require a large-scale web-crawling mechanism for the whole Web and continuous web-crawling to keep their indices up-to-date for practical use. However, they limited crawled Web sites in their experiments, and did not make large indices covering the whole Web. This shows difficulty to make these system more practical like Google image search. In contrast to those systems, due to exploiting of existing keyword-based search engines and on-demand image-gathering, our system does not require a large-scale web-crawling mechanism and making a large index in advance. Therefore, our system can be used for practical use unlike other works on Web image search.
Overview of Image Gathering Module
The image-gathering module gathers images from the Web related to class keywords. Note that we do not call this module the image "search" module but the image "gathering" module, since its objective is not to search for a few highly relevant images but to gather a large number of relevant images.
Since an image on the Web is usually embedded in an HTML document that explains it, the module exploits some existing commercial text-based Web search engines and gathers URLs (Universal Resource Locator) of HTML documents related to the class keywords. In the next step, using those gathered URLs, the module fetches HTML documents from the Web, analyzes them and evaluates the intensity of relation between the keywords and images embedded in HTML documents. If it is judged that images are related to keywords, the image files are fetched from the Web. According to the intensity of relation to the keywords, we divide fetched images into two groups: images in group A having stronger relation to the keywords, which can be decided as being relevant ones only by HTML document analysis, and others in group B. For all gathered images, image features are computed.
In content-based image retrieval (CBIR), a user provides query images or sketches to the system, because it searches for images based on the similarity of image features between query images and images in an image database. In our image-gathering module, instead of providing query images or sketches, a user only needs to provide query (class) keywords to the module. Then, we select images strongly related to the keywords as group A images, remove noise images from them, and regard them as query images. Removing noise images is carried out by eliminating images which belong to relatively small clusters in the result of imagefeature-based clustering for group A images. Images which are not eliminated are regarded as appropriate images to the class keywords, and we store them as output images. Our preference of larger clusters to smaller ones is based on the following heuristic observation: an image that has many similar images is usually more suitable to an image represented by keywords than one that has only a few similar images. Next, we select images that are similar to the query images from group B in the same way as CBIR, and add them to output images. Figure 2 describes this processing flow. The detail of the image gathering module and the experimental results of the gathering module solely are described in [19] and [20] . The processing of the image-gathering module consists of collection and selection stages.
Collection Stage
In the collection stage, the system obtains URLs using some commercial web search engines, and by using those URLs, it gathers images from the web. The detail of the algorithm is as follows.
1.
A user provides the system with two kinds of query keywords. One is a main keyword that best represents an image, and the other is an optional subsidiary keyword. For example, when we gather "lion" images, we use "lion" as a main keyword and "animal" as a subsidiary keyword. The reason why we divide keywords into two kinds is that subsidiary keywords are replaced with newly generated keywords in the query expansion processing described later. 2. The system sends the main and subsidiary keywords as queries to the commercial search engines and obtains the URLs of the HTML documents related to the keywords (Figure 2 (1) ). 3. It fetches the HTML documents indicated by the URLs. 4. It analyzes the HTML documents, and extracts the URLs of images embedded in the HTML documents with imageembedding tags ("IMG SRC" and "A HREF") ( Figure 2 (2)). For each of those images, the system calculates a score that represents the intensity of the relation between the image and the query keywords. Note that an evaluation method used here is based on simple HTML tag analysis, which is similar to a method commonly used in Web image search engines [10, 15, 16] . The score is calculated by checking the following conditions. Condition 1: Every time one of the following conditions is satisfied, 3 points are added to the score.
• If the image is embedded by the "SRC IMG" tag, the "ALT" field of the "SRC IMG" includes the keywords.
• If the image is linked by the "A HREF" tag directly, the words between the "A HREF" and the "/A" include the keywords.
• The name of the image file includes the keywords. Condition 2: Every time one of the following conditions is satisfied, 1 point is added.
• The "TITLE" tag includes the keywords.
• The "H1, ..,H6" tags include the keywords, assuming these tags are located just before the imageembedding one.
• The "TD" tag including the image-embedding tag includes the keywords.
• Ten words just before the image-embedding tag or ten words after it include the keywords. If the final score of an image is higher than 3, the image is classified into group A. If it is higher than 1, the image is classified into group B. URLs of the images with no score are ignored. The system only fetches files whose images belong to either group A or B (Figure 2 (3) ). The reason why we made Condition 1 highly-evaluated is that our preliminary experiments turned out that an ALT field, link words and a file name had high tendency to include keywords related to the image. If the size of a fetched image-file is larger than a certain predetermined size, the image is handed to the selection stage. 5. In case the HTML document does not include imageembedding-tags at all, the system fetches and analyzes other HTML documents linked from it in the same manner described above, if it includes a link tag ("A HREF") which indicates URL of HTML documents on the same web site. In the current implementation, we limit links followed to depths of only one step, since in general the content of an Web page gets farther from the given keywords as following links deeply.
Selection Stage
In the selection stage, the system selects more appropriate images for the query keywords out of the ones gathered in the collection stage. The selection is based on the image features described below.
1. The system first makes image feature vectors for all the collected images. In the current implementation, our system uses a 6 × 6 × 6 color histogram in the Lu * v * color space. 2. For images in group A, the distance (dissimilarity) between two images is calculated based on the quadratic form distance [7] , which takes account of the proximity between bins of the histogram in the color space. 3. Based on the distance between images, images in group A are grouped by the hierarchical cluster analysis method. Our system uses the farthest neighbor method (FN).
In the beginning, each cluster has only one image, and the system repeats merging clusters until all distances between them are more than a certain threshold. We adopt a hierarchical clustering method out of the existing many clustering methods, because a hierarchical clustering method requires the minimum distance as the predetermined constant and does not require the number of clusters in advance, which is different from the k-means clustering method. After this image-feature-based selection, for raising the precision, we introduced word vectors of HTML files with embedded images into the image selection stage in addition to image feature vectors. The image-gathering module carries out the second selection for group B images by using word vectors extracted from the HTML documents with embedded images for improving results. Introducing the word vectors enables it to eliminate images embedded in the HTML documents whose topics are irrelevant and to ignore them, since a word vector can be regard as a feature vector representing the content of an HTML document.
6. The system eliminates HTML tags and extracts words (only nouns, adjectives, and verbs) from HTML documents with embedded images selected by the aforementioned image feature selection. It counts the frequency of appearance of each word in the HTML documents, selects the top 500 words in terms of the frequency, and makes a 500-dimensional word vector whose elements are word frequencies weighted by Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF) [13] for each of the images. All word vectors Wi are normalized so that |Wi| = 1. In addition, we used the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) methods [3] , which can abstract semantic content of HTML documents from word vectors. These methods compress word vectors with singular value decomposition in the same way as Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We compressed a 500-dimensional word vector into one of 100 dimensions. 7. For selected images in group A, it clusters their word vectors based on the k-means clustering method. In the experiments, we set the number of remaining clusters in the image-feature-based selection for group A to k. We used the inner product as the dissimilarity (distance) between word vectors. 8. From selected images in group B, it picks up images whose distance to the masses of clusters in group A is less than a certain threshold in terms of word vectors. They are output images of group B found by the wordfeature-based selection, while unselected images in group B are thrown away. This processing means selecting images embedded in HTML documents with relevant topics from group B images on the supposition that all images in group A are relevant (Figure 2 (6) ).
At present, these two kinds of image-filtering described here are processed independently. Although we tried to combine these processes into one in our preliminary experiments, it was difficult to decide the weight for combining two kinds of features and we did not obtain good results.
We utilize four kinds of thresholds at the image-feature based filtering and the word-feature based filtering. At the first selection, we use one for FN clustering, one for removing small clusters, and one for selecting some images from collected images as group B. At the second selection, we use one for selecting images from group B. Based on the results of the preliminary experiments, in which the average precision of collected raw images in group A and B were about 80% and 40% respectively, we have adjusted them so that 90% of images in group A remains and 30% of images are selected from collected images in group B on the average.
Query Expansion and Re-gathering
In our image-gathering module, the more URLs of HTML documents we obtained, the more images we could gather. However, for one set of query keywords, the number of URLs obtained from Web search engines was limited because commercial search engines restrict the maximum number of URLs returned for one query. Thus, we introduce the query expansion method [14] for generating automatically new sets of query keywords for search engines.
The system extracts the top ten words (only nouns, adjectives, and verbs) with high frequency except for initial query keywords from all HTML files with embedded output images of the initial image gathering, and regards them as subsidiary query keywords. It generates ten sets of query keywords by adding each of ten subsidiary words to a main keyword, and then obtains a large number of URLs for the ten sets of query keywords. Then, for carrying out the second image gathering, using obtained URLs, the system goes through the collection and selection stages again. This technique enables the number of images gathered from the Web to increase greatly.
IMAGE LEARNING AND CLASSIFICATION
We make image classification by image-feature-based search, which is a k-nearest neighbor variant. First, in the learning stage, the image-learning module extracts image features from images gathered by the gathering module and associates image features with the classes represented by the class keywords. Next, in the classification stage, we classify an unknown image into one of the classes corresponding to the class keywords by comparing image features.
In our method of image classification, image features of not only a target object but also non-target objects such as background included in the image are used together as a clue of classification, since non-target objects usually have strong relation to a target object. For example, a cow usually exists with grass field and/or fence in farm, and a lion usually exists in Savannah or zoo. Although the number of combination of a target object and non-target objects is large, we think that we can deal with this largeness by gathering a large amount of image from the Web and using them as training images. Here, we do not set up "reject", and then all test images are classified into any class.
Signatures and Earth Mover's Distance
We exploit two kinds of image features for learning and classification: color signature for block segments, and region signature for region segments. A signature describes multidimensional discrete distribution, which is represented by a set of vectors and weights. In case of color signatures, a vector and a weight correspond to a mean color vector of each cluster and its ratio of pixels belonging to that cluster, respectively, where some color clusters are made in advance by clustering color distribution of an image. In case of region signatures, a set of feature vectors of regions and their ratio of pixels represents a region signature.
To compute dissimilarity between two signatures, Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) has been proposed [12] . Intuitively, given two signatures, one can be seen as a mass of earth properly spread in the feature space, the other as a collection of holes in the same space. Then, the EMD measures the least amount of work needed to fill the holes with earth. Here, a unit of work corresponds to transporting a unit of earth by a unit of ground distance which is a distance in the feature space. The EMD is based on the transportation problem and can be solved efficiently by linear optimization algorithms.
Formally, let P = {(p 1 , wp 1 ), ..., (pm, wp m )} be the first set with m elements, where pi is the feature vector and wp i is its weight; Q = { (q1, wq 1 ) , ..., (qn, wq n )} the second set with n elements; and dij = d(pi, qj) the ground distance matrix where dij is the distance between pi and qj . The EMD between sets P and Q is then
where F = [fij ], with fij ≥ 0 the flow between pi and qj , is the optimal admissible flow from P to Q that minimizes the numerator of (1) subject to the following constraints:
In addition, an easy-to-compute lower bound for the EMD between signatures with equal total weights is the distance between their centers of mass in case that the ground distance is defined by the Euclidean distance.
The distance between two discrete distributions represented by signatures can be computed by using the EMD, while conventional distance such as the Euclidean distance expresses one between two points represented by vectors. Since the number of elements of a signature is variable, the signature representation is superior to conventional fixedsize color histograms in terms of expressiveness and efficiency. The EMD are found to be the most excellent distance on the average among distances commonly used in CBIR, as indicated by the prior work of Y.Rubner et al. [11] .
We describe two kinds of feature-extracting and classification methods using the EMD in the following sections.
Color Signatures
To obtain color signatures, first, we normalize the size of training images into 240 × 180, and divide them into 16 and 9 block regions as shown in Figure 3 . We make a color signature for each of these 25 block regions. The number of blocks is decided as 25 by the preliminary experiments. Next, we select some dominant colors by clustering color vectors of each pixel into color clusters by the k-means method. In the experiments, the number of color clusters is 15 or less, and it is decided in order not to make a cluster whose weight is less than 0.005. We make a color signature for each block with elements consisting of a mean color vector of each cluster and its ratio of pixels belonging to that cluster. A mean color vector is represented by the Lu * v * color space which is designed in order that the Euclidean distance between two points in this space matches the human color sense, so that we use the Euclidean distance as ground distance.
In the classification stage, first, we extract color signatures from each block in an image to be classified (a test image) in the same way as the learning stage after normalizing its size. We obtain 25 sets of signatures for one test image. Next, we search all blocks of training images of each class for the block with the minimum distance (dissimilarity) to each block of the test image. Here, the distance is computed by the EMD. In the next step, we sum up the minimum distances between the test image and training images of each class for 25 all blocks. This search and computation is carried out for all the classes. We compare the total distances among all the classes, and we classify the test image into the class whose total distance is the smallest. In the actual implementation, we used lower bound of the EMD to reduce frequency of computation of the EMD.
Region Signatures
To obtain region signatures, we carry out region segmentation for images instead of dividing images into block segments after normalizing their size as shown in Figure 4 . Many methods of region segmentation have been proposed so far. Here, we employ a simple segmentation method based on k-means clustering used in [18] and a sophisticated color segmentation method, JSEG [4] .
In case of using k-means, first, we divide a learning image into 4 × 4 small blocks, and for each block we compute a mean color vector in the three-dimension, so that a six-dimension feature vector is obtained for each block. Next, we cluster all blocks in a learning image into some regions by the k-means method in the similar way as computing color signatures. In the experiments, the number of color clusters is 15 or less, and it is decided in order not to make a cluster whose weight is less than 0.005. Then, we compute a mean 6-dimension feature vector for each region. In addition, for making a region signatures we extract three more features about the shape of a region. We use normalized inertia of order 1 to 3 as three features to describe the shape of a region. Finally, we make a region signature with elements consisting of a nine-dimensional feature vector for each region and its ratio of pixels belonging to that region.
In case of using JSEG as a segmentation method, first, we divide an image into some region segments by JSEG, and then extract a nine-dimensional feature vector from each segment in the same way as the case of k-means. Finally, we obtain one region signature for one image.
In the classification stage, we employ the k-nearest neighbor (k-ANN) method to classify an unknown input image into a certain class. The value of k is decided as 5 by the preliminary experiments. We used the Euclidean distance as ground distance to compute the EMD.
Conventional Color Histogram
For comparing conventional methods with EMD-based methods, we also make classification experiments using a color histogram in Lu * v * color space, higher-order local autocorrelation features [9] and DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficients as image features. Each dimensions are 64, 25 and 5, respectively. Total dimension is 94.
In the learning stage, in the same way as the color signature, we divide an image into 25 blocks, and compute a feature vector for each block. Next, we compress each feature vector into a 20-dimension vector by the principal component analysis (PCA). The cumulative contribution rate of the eignspace spanned by the 20 principal vectors exceeds 95 percent.
In the classification stage, first, we extract image features from each block in each test image in the same way as the learning stage, and compress them into 20-dimension feature vectors. We obtain 25 sets of image feature vectors for each test image. Next, we search all blocks of training images of each class for the block with the minimum distance to each block of the test image. Here, the distance is computed as the Euclidean distance. In the next step, we sum up the minimum distances between the test image and training images of each class for 25 blocks. This computation is carried out for all the classes. Finally, we compare the total distances among all the classes, and classify the test image into the class whose total distance is the smallest.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We made ten kinds of experiments from no.1 to no.10 shown in Table 1 . For no.8, we made experiments three times using three different training image sets gathered from the Web independently. Note that we used the query expansion technique for only experiments no.8' and no.8".
In the experiment no.1, we gathered images from the Web for 10 kinds of class keywords related to animals shown in Table 2 . By the image-gathering module about ten thousands URLs were fetched from six major text search engines, Google, InfoSeek, Excite, Lycos, InfoNavi and Goo Japan. The total number of gathered image was 4582, and the precision by subjective evaluation was 68.2%, which is defined to be NOK/(NOK + NNG), where NOK, NNG are the number of relevant images and the number of irrelevant images to their keywords. In the left side of Table 2 , we show the number of URLs of HTML files fetched from Web search engines and image URLs extracted from HTML files, the number of images collected in the collection stage and images selected in the selection stage, the number of clusters made in the selection stage and, the precision of gathered images.
In the right side of Table 2 , we show the classification result evaluated by the 10-fold cross-validation. In this section, the tables describe only results by color signatures in each class, since most of results by color signatures are superior to results by region signatures using k-means, results using JSEG and the results by the conventional color histogram method. In the tables, "region (1)" and "region (2)" mean region signature using the k-means clustering and region signature using the JSEG region segmentation method and "color hist." means the color histogram method described in Section 3.4. In the tables, the recall is defined to be MOK/Mtest, the precision is defined to be MOK/(MOK + MNG) and F-measure is the harmonic mean of the recall and the precision, where MOK, MNG, and Mtest are the number of correctly classified images, the number of incorrectly classified images, and the number of test images for each class, respectively. All values are represented in percentage terms. In the experiment no.1, we obtained 34.3 as the F-measure value by color signatures ( Figure 5 ).
In the experiment no.2, we selected only correct images for each class from gathered images by hand, and the classification experiment was carried out using them. The result is shown in Table 3 . Compared to no.1, the F-measure increased. Especially, the result of "whale" was good, since most of "whale" images on the Web were images of "whale watching" scene and they are similar to each other.
In the experiment no.3, we made a classification experiment not for Web images but for the 500 images of 10 classes picked up from Corel Image Gallery. The classification result evaluated by the 10-fold cross-validation is shown in Table 3 . Since Corel Image Gallery includes many similar images to each other unlike Web images, a high F-measure value, 68.1, was obtained by region signatures (1) . This suggests that Corel images are not as diverse as Web images and easier to classify.
In the experiment no.4 and no.5, we used the gathered images in the experiment no.1 and no.2 as training images and the Corel images as test images. The results are shown in Table 3 . In no.4 and no.5, we obtained 25.4 and 31.5 as F-measure, respectively. Since "dog", "tropical fish", "lion", "penguin" and "whale" have some typical patterns and both of the gathered images and the Corel images include the images with the similar typical patterns, their F-measure achieved relatively high values. On the other hand, since "bear", "cat", "elephant", "sheep" and "tiger" had no typical patterns, their F-measures were relatively low.
In the experiment no.6 and no.7, we made an experiment for 20 class keywords which include many different kinds of words in the same way as the experiment no.1 and no.2. Figure 6 shows part of the images gathered from the Web in the experiment no.6 and no.7. Compared to the expected F-measure, 5.0, in case of the random classification, we ob- Table  4 . These results are superior to the result of the experiment no.1 and no.2 for only 10 classes, because all classes used in no.1 and no.2 are related to animals and their training images include many similar images even between different classes. In case of "apple", "Kinkaku Temple" and "noodle", their result were about 60.0, since their scene have some typical patterns and many of their images were applicable to them. On the other hand, for "house", "MTB" and "Ichiro" we obtained only a very low F-measure value, since "house" images had much variation, most part of the body of a mountain bike was only a frame and its size in the images was smaller compared to the background, and "Ichiro", who is a famous baseball player, images had no typical pattern. These results indicate that the difficulty to classify images depends on the nature of the class greatly. In the experiment no.8 and no.9, we used the gathered images in the experiment no.6 and no.7 as training images and a special test image set as test images. We make a special test image set by selecting various kinds of 50 typical images for each class from Corel Image Gallery and Web images by hand. The classification results are shown in Table 4 . In no.8 and no.9, we obtained 44.6 and 47.0 as F-measure by color signatures, respectively ( Figure 7) . These results are comparable to conventional works of generic image recognition. However, unlike them, we provide training images not by hand, but by gathering images related to class keywords from the World Wide Web automatically.
In addition, for the experiment no.8, we made experiments three times using three different training image sets gathered from the Web independently. We used the query expansion technique for only experiments no.8' and no.8" to gather more images. Table 5 shows the results of three kinds of the experiment no.8, in which we used 50 typical images for each class as test image sets. Three results were nearly equivalent in case of the color signatures and the color histogram. Part of this reason is considered to be because training image sets made in no.8' and no.8" include most of the images gathered in no.8.
In the experiment no.10, we made a classification experiment for 50 class keywords shown in Table 6 , which were selected from words related to nature, artifacts and scene as shown in Table 6 . We obtained 34.2, 49.0 and 40.3 as the recall, the precision and the F-measure, respectively, by color signatures (Table 5) . This results are comparable to the results of the experiment of 20 classes. This indicates that the difficulty of classification depends on the dispersion of image features of each class in the image feature space, not simply on the number of classes. It is hard to collect such various kinds of images as images used in the experiment no.10 by means of commercial image databases, and it has come to be possible by image-gathering from the World Wide Web.
In all the experiments except the experiment no.3, the results by the color signature were superior to the ones by two kinds of the region signature and the conventional color histogram. There are supposed to be two reasons for this. One is that region segmentation for complex real world images are sometimes failed semantically. For example, two distinct objects are segmented as one region. In that case, there is possibility that the color signature using the block segmentation gives better results than the region signatures. Another reason is that one image generates only one region signature, while one image generates 25 color signatures. Since one image is divided into 25 blocks, 25 color signatures are generated for one image. We think the second reason why the color signature brought better results is that we used 25 times image features per one image in the experiments by the color signature compared to the ones by the region a) the biggest lake in Japan b) a school entrance ceremony c) the name of a famous baseball player d) a famous temple in Japan e) Japanese bullet train f) Chinese noodle g) a famous mountain in Japan signature. Therefore, in case of color signatures, the classification took about 25 times as long processing time as in case of region signatures. In terms of processing time, the region signature is superior to the color signature.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we described a generic image classification system equipped with an image-gathering modules from the World Wide Web, and proposed "Web Image Mining", which is making use of images gathered automatically from the World Wide Web as training images for generic image classification instead of image collections made by hand.
Although classification rate obtained in the experiments for generic real world images is not high and not sufficient for practical use, the experimental results suggest that generic image classification using visual knowledge on the World Wide Web is one of the promising ways for resolving real world image recognition/classification.
The current system is made by connecting three kinds of modules sequentially and independently. For future works, we will integrate these modules, especially, the image-gathering module and the image-learning module.
At present, we used k-nearest neighbor-like classifier as a classification method, since the signature representation for the EMD is different from the vector representation and widely-used machine learning techniques such as SVM, neural networks and probabilistic inference cannot be applied to it. So that the processing time for classification increases in proportion to the number of learning images, which is crucial problem for scaling up the system. We have to make much improvement in learning and classification methods and extraction of image features for reducing the processing time and obtaining more improved classification rate.
There are many issues to be solved except ones mentioned above. How many classes does a generic classification system have to treat for practical use? How many training images is required for each class? What should we define as a "class"? "House"? Or "Roof", "Wall", "Door" and "Window"? Then, what kind of "house" should the system know? "Western-style House"? "African House"? "Nomadic House"? Or all kinds of "Houses" on the earth? Because of such issues, evaluation is the biggest problem for 
